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SYMPOSIUM: EMERGING PRINCIPLES OF ORGANIZATION WITHIN THE 
MIDBRAIN PERIAQUEDUCTAL GRAY MATTER (PAG). M.T. Shipley. Univ. Cincinnati 
8 R. Bandler, Univ. Sidney (Ca-Chairpersons); A. Ritz. Univ. Minnesota; T. lorick Univ. of 
Birmingham; H. Fields, Univ. of San Francisco, (Discussant). 

Research during the past two decades has led to the recognition that the midbrain 
peria@udal gray region (PAG) plays a pivotal executive role in an organism's responses to 
threatening stimuli. Such responses indude rapid and coordinated skeletal and autonomic 
adiushnenb, arsociatod with signilicant alterations in "pain" thresholds. Roles for PAG in the 
regulation of pain and aversion, defensive and sexual behavior, and cardiovascular and 
respiratory functions have been firmly established. The use of sensitive anatomical and 
neurochemicai techniques has also yielded much new information about the afferent and 
efferent connettions and the neurotransmitters of the PAG. The aim of this symposium is to 
provide a muchneeded venue for reassessing our current undentanding of the neural 
organization of this impoftant brain regioh Consideration will be given to the hypothesis that 
organization within the PAC can be largely subsumed under a single fundamental prindple. 
Namely, that anatomical and hnuional speoBdty ii expmred in the form of dilNete 
longitudinal neumnal and aKe10nt columns extending along the mrtmcaudal amr of the PAG. 
Individual presentations will focus on different aspectr of PAG function, anatomy and 
neurochemistry, in order to examine the different manifestations of longitudinal columnar 
organization within the PAG, e.g., the extent to which aHerent input columns co-distribute 
with functionally and anatomically defined output columns; somatotopic and viscerotopic 
organization of longitudinal columns intiinsic and extrinsic linkages between longitudinal 
columns. The goal of the symposium, thus, is  to provide a precise and up-to-date 
undentanding of the organization within the PAG that underlies the integrated expression of 
itc vital functions. 
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SYMPOSIUM. THE COMPUTATIONAL NEURON. T.J. Seinowski. 
Howard Hughes Medical Institute and The Salk Institute, La Jolla, CA 
(Chairperson); LKmh. Caltech, Pasadena, CA; I3d&ugk9 Oxford 
University, Oxford, England; W. W. I vtton, Neurology Department. 
University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI; A., Free University of 
Brussels, Belgium. 

Nonlinear properties of neurons due to voltage-sensitive ionic 
currents and synaptic conductances have important consequences for 
how neurons compute. Detailed computer models of single neurons 
based on anatomically-reconstructed morphologies, known synaptic 
strengths, and measured channel kinetics are presented that illustrate 
new computational principles. In the introduction, Seinowski will 
motivate the need for modeling single neurons and outline the 
computational techniques that are available. !Qc& will show that 
synaptic conductances can dynamically modulate the properties of 
dendrites in cortical pyramidal neurons; Douolas will demonstrate 
models of neurons implemented in analog VLSl silicon circuits that 
vastly enhancing the speed of these models; Ly&m will present 
simulations of synaptically-driven entrainment of thalamocortical 
neurons and cortical pyramidal neurons. BeJJ will examine the 
question of why dendrites have active currents, making a provocative 
prediction for their self-organization during development. From 
these modeling studies a new view of computational processing is 
emerging in which the intrinsic dynamical properties of neurons 
interact with network properties to produce large-scale .coherent 
activity in neural populations. 

BIOLOGICAL RHYTHMS AND SLEEP I 

6.1 
MEASUREMENTS OF ELECTRICAL COUPLING BETWEEN 
CIRCADIAN PACEMAKER CELLS OF THE BULLA EYE. Michael E. 
Geusz* and Gene D. Block. NSF Center for Biological Timing, University of 
Virginia, Gilmer Hall, Charlottesville, VA 22901. 

A pacemaker in the eye of the mollusk Bulla gouldiana generates a circadian 
rhythm in the frequency of compound action potentials,(CAPs) i n  the optic 
nerve. The CAPs are produced from the synchronous firing of a population of 
about 100 cells known as the basal retinal neurons (BRNs). The BRNs are 
believed to he electrically coupled because'cAPs persist i n  media with low ca2+ 
concentrations and dye coupling between BRNs has been shown. 

To assess the strength of the electrical coupling between the BRNs, 
simultaneous intracellular recordings were made from pairs of BRNs while -0.5 
nanoamp current pulses were injected into either cell. Coupling coefficients, 
measured using discontinuous current clamp, averaged 0.66 9 .15  S.D. (n=12 
pairs), indicating that strong coupling occurs. There was no obvious rectification 
when current was passed in either direction. Strong coupling was found during 
both the subjective day, 0.68 fl.17 S.D. (n=7), and the subjective night, 0.64 
+0.14 S.D. (n=5). - 

Pair-wise recordings between BRNs and the H-type cells ofthe retina, which 
hyperpolarize transiently in response to light, did not show evidence of electrical 
coupling (n=5). Similarly, pair-wise recordings between H-type cells did not 
reveal electrical coupling. 

Treatments that block gap junctional conductances in other systems did not 
block electrical coupling behveen BRNs. CAPs and coupling persisted in 1 mM 
I-oetanol, or when extracellular pH was below 5.0. Coupling persisted in 1- 
heptanol at 1 mM, although CAPS were blocked. Heptanol at 10 mM caused 
irreversible loss of CAPs. Both alcohols were administered in 0.5% by volume 
dimethyl sulfoxide. Supported by NSOBB06 to MEG and NS15264 to GDB. 

6.3 
TRYPTOPHAN HYDROXYLASE MESSENGER RNA LEVELS EXHIBIT 
CIRCADIAN RHYTHMICITY IN XENOPUS LAEVlS RETINA. 
J.. Dept, of Anatomy and Cell Biology, University of Kansas 
Medical Center. Kansas Citv. KS 66160. 

Ttyptophan hydroxylase i; ihe rate-limiting enzyme in melatonin synlhesls In 
XenolJus laevis retina lCahlll and Besharse. J. Neurochern. 54:716-719). 
Melatonin is synthesized rhythmically in photoreceptors with elevated levels 
during the night (Cahill and Besharse. Visual Neuroscience 8:487-490. 
1992). This pattern of synthesis is controlled by light and a retinal clrcadlan 
clock. In order to determine whether tryptophan hydmxylase is expressed in 
photoreceptors and whether this expression Is rhythmic, we analyzed 
tryptophan hydroxylase mRNA by Northern blot analysis and In sltu 
hybridization. 

A Xenopus retinal cDNA library was constructed and screened, under 
conditions of low stringency, using rabbit tryptophan hydroxylase cDNA 
(Grenen eta/.,  roc. Natl. Acad. sci. USA 84:5530-5534, 1987)as a probe. 
A CDNA clone coding for Xenopus tryptophan hydroxylase was isolated and 
characterized. This clone was used as a probe for analysis of retinal 
tryptophan hydroxylase mRNA. Retinas were dissected throughout the 
normal 12 hour light: 12 hour dark cycle or throughout a 24 hour per~od of 
'.mStant darkness. Northern blot analysis of total retinal RNA showed that 
the tryptophan hydroxylase message levels are low In the day and higher 
during the nlght. This expresslon of tryptophan hydroxylase mRNA appears 
to be under circadian control since rhythmic changes are also seen In 
constant darkness, with elevated levels during the subjective nlght. 
Preliminary resuns from in situ hybridization suggest that the tryptophan 
h~droxylase mRNA in the retina is located In photoreceptors. Our 
observations suggest that rhythmic expresslon of tryptophan hydroxylase 
may be Important In the generation of the melatonln rhythms. 

*Indicates signing member 
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DISSOCIATED PACEMAKER CELLS OFBULLA EXPRESS CIRCADIAN 
RHYTHM IN  MEMBRANE CONDUCTANCE 
S. Micbel*. M.E. Geusz. J.J. ZaritskV and G.D. Block. NSF Center for 
Biological Timing, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA 22901 

The eyes of the marine snail Bulla gouldiana express a circadian rhythm of 
compound action potentials (CAP) in vitro driven by endogenous changes in 
membrane potential of basal retinal neurons (BRN), which are believed to be 
the pacemaker cells. Using single electrode current clamp i n  a semi-intact eye, 
i t  has been shown that BRN membrane conductance decreases at subjective 
dawn and increases at subjective dusk. These changes appear to be mediated by 
a modulation of a potassium current. 

We now report that the circadian control of membrane conductance is 
retained in dissociated BRNs. The cells were obtained from surgically reduced 
eyes. The basal part of the Bulla retina was dispersed i n  culture dishes 
containing modified L15 medium and kept in constant conditions. We used 
morphological criteria previously confirmed with Lucifer Yellow injections to 
identify BRNs i n  dispersals. Due to the low cell density most cells did not 
connect with each other, although neurite outgrowth was observed after 24 h. 
Intraceliular recordings from these unconnected neurons were performed at ZT 
19 and ZT 3 on the first ( n 4 )  and second (n=8) circadian cycles using the 
same methods as in the semi-intact retina. Current-voltage relations were 
obtained after applying current pulses with the discontinuous current clamp 
technique. Predawn (ZT 19) and postdawn (ZT 3) I/V culves were significantly 
different in slope (pc0.01) during both of the first two cycles i n  culture. The 
decrease in conductance near subjective dawn was consistent with results found 
in the semi-intact preparation. These results support the hypothesis that an 
individual neuron can function as a circadian pacemaker. Supporied by DFG Mi 
32811-1 ro SM, NS08806 to MEG and NS1.7264 and NSF DIR8920162 to GDB. 

CULTURED NEURONS AND PHOTORECEPTORS OF THE 
CIRCADIAN PACEMAKER. J.W. ~ack le f~ept .  Biol. Sci.. Neurobiology 
Research Center. SUNY Albanv. Albanv, NY 12222. 

An antiserum against a 4 8 i ~  eye s & f i c  protein stains certain cells and 
fibers of the Aplvsia retina, which contains a circadian pacemaker. It also 
stains the optic nerve, the optic tract of the cerebral ganglion and other 
central ganglia. Myomodulin antiserum stains other specific fibers, neuropil 
and cells of the retina including several large neurons, whose axons project 
in the optic nerve to the optic tract of the cerebral ganglion. The lateral 
terminus of the optic tract stains with both antisera and is a putative 
synaptic exchange area. In order to identify cells and fibers containing the 
antigens and preparatory to other types of analysis, the retinas were 
dissociated, using conventional enzymatic digestion, and cells were plated 
In cell culture using defined medium. Many cell types su~ived, grew 
neurles and interacted. includino monomlar and bipolar neurons: large , - 
microvillous, large tuftid and s m k  fusifirm photoreceptors. The 
monopolar and bipolar neurons are putative pacemaker neurons, which 
produce the CAP activity that exhibits a circadian rhythm. Tbey have cell 
bodies 12-18pm in diameter and su~ ived for more than a week in culture. 
Under certain Cond'Rions they extended neurltes for hundreds of 
micrometers and interacted with other cell types by neuriie association and 
puta t~e synapse formation. Preliminary electrical recordings revealed 
several voltage sensitive outward and slow inward currents. 
Suowtied in Dart bv NSF BNS.88197733 University Calgary Vis~ting 
~c i in t is t  and Alberta Heritage Foundation Funds; ihanks t i  ~niveffiity 
Calgary Neurosclence Faculty. 
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